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Jerry Meenikoff, M.D
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Office foor Human Reesearch Proteections
Department of Health
h and Humaan Services
1101 Woootton Parkw
way, Suite 2000
Rockvillee, MD 20852
2
Dear Dr. Menikoff:
On behallf of the Ling
guistic Socieety of Ameriica (LSA), I am writing this letter to offer comm
ments
on the prroposed chan
nges to the Common
C
Rulle as describbed in the Addvance Noticce of Propossed
Rulemakking (ANPRM
M), Human Subjects
S
Ressearch Proteections: Enhhancing Prottections for
Researchh Subjects an
nd Reducingg Burden, Deelay, and Am
mbiguity for Investigators
I
s. The LSA is
i the
major proofessional so
ociety in the United Stattes that is excclusively dedicated to thhe advancem
ment
of the sciientific study
y of languagge.
Linguistss employ a wide
w variety of research methods
m
invvolving humaan subjects, ranging from
m
MRI techhniques, used
d to examinee which partts of the braiin are stimullated by speeech, to
psycholoogical experiments, condducted to testt hypothesess about languuage processsing, to
interview
ws and particcipant observvation with speakers
s
of undescribed
u
languages inn order to gaather
informatiion on their language’s vocabulary
v
a grammarr. As a resullt, the field as
and
a a whole is
aware off a wide rang
ge of issues relating
r
to reesearch on huuman subjeccts, includingg concerns
emanatinng from both
h biomedical and social science
s
reseaarch methodds. Moreoverr, linguistic
research making use of social sciience researcch methods is
i itself quitee heterogenoous, in some
cases invvolving highlly-constraineed investigattion in contrrolled settinggs and in othhers involvinng
relativelyy open-ended
d humanisticc techniques—as well ass many thinggs in betweenn.
The mainn areas of co
omment abouut the ANPR
RM from the LSA membbership have come from
linguists employing research
r
metthods generaally associateed with the social
s
sciencces, in particcular
methods involving th
he use of struuctured and unstructured
u
d interviews or participannt observatioon to
gather information ab
bout a particcular languagge or speakeers of a languuage. We higghlight two
specific issues
i
that haave been raised by the Society’s
S
mem
mbers in this regard heree:
1. HIPA
AA Privacy Rules are inappropriaate for manyy kinds of liinguistic datta
The comm
ments below
w are relevannt to ANPRM
M questions 39,
3 54, 58, 59,
5 all concerrning the
potentiall application
n of HIPAA Rules
R
to hum
man subjects research.

While the adoption of HIPAA Privacy Rules for linguistic research employing biomedical
methods may often be reasonable, there are many cases where they are not only inappropriate but
may even be contrary to basic ethical principles of linguistic research. For instance, linguists
frequently gather information from linguistic consultants about the vocabulary and grammar of
the consultants’ native languages. This language information, far from being considered private,
is collected both to further linguistic research and to assist with a community’s efforts to
maintain or revitalize its language. If HIPAA Privacy Rules are adopted as the norm, then a
linguist could, for example, be placed in the clearly bizarre situation of having to obtain a special
exemption to allow a community to have access to data on its own language in case its members
are not in a position to ensure its “security”, even when the relevant language data has been
explicitly categorized as not needing to be secure by the individual providing it.
We provide this one example here to clarify how HIPAA privacy rules do not always align well
with accepted ethical practice in linguistics but should emphasize that this is an issue of broad
concern to many linguists who conduct minimal-risk studies collecting data that has never been
considered to need strong security protections—quite the contrary, the data is often collected
specifically in order to allow information about a language to become more widely available.
We are also concerned that many departments and universities lack the computational resources
and funding to implement HIPAA security measures for all projects, including short-term student
research projects. For very low-risk projects, such as psycholinguistic studies of how a particular
sound is perceived, this level of data protection is again unnecessary, and it will hinder research
without any obvious benefits to human subjects.
2. Evaluation of diverse research practices requires application of local knowledge
The comments below are relevant at least to ANPRM questions 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 12 (covering
determination of risks, categories of research eligible for expedited review, and documents
required for review), 21 (regarding recommendations for application of retrospective audits),
35–37 (regarding content and length of consent forms), and 41–44 (regarding waivers of
informed consent).
On the whole, the creation of a new Excused category for research is welcomed by the linguistics
community. However, we would like to stress that due to the varied nature of linguistic research,
and in particular the fact that much of it is conducted internationally and in culturally diverse
environments, it is often important for a researcher’s local IRB to have sufficient autonomy to be
able to adjust the requirements for the protection of human subjects in ways that are responsive
to the specific human subjects issues raised by a given research project. In short, we are
advocating for more local control in research evaluation. In particular, we believe local control
will ensure that the best decisions are made regarding when requirements for informed consent
can be waived or modified and, relating to our first comment above, what sorts of security
requirements are required for a given collection of data.
In advocating for more local control, it is important to make clear that this should not be
understood as advocating for varying local interpretations regarding the details of
implementation of a highly prescriptive regulatory framework. As documented in Bowern’s
(2010) survey of the experiences of linguists conducting field work with IRBs (published in
Language 86:897-905), a common concern has been inconsistencies in the application of federal

requirements that have been framed with a biomedical research model in mind and which
linguistic field research rarely conforms to. Rather, we are supporting increased local autonomy
in assessing fundamental questions, such as what the level of risk is for human subjects in a
given research project or which kinds of data collected by a project contain potentially sensitive
information.
We note in particular that local IRBs are in a position to build long-term relationships with
researchers, giving them insight into the diverse research projects conducted at their institution.
Such insight allows IRBs to focus their attention on those aspects of any project most likely to
pose risk to human subjects, to the benefit of all involved. The development of these
relationships is especially valuable in the context of work adopting humanistic methods of
investigation where key research questions often emerge over time, rather than being known
from the outset, and where human subject concerns cannot be cleanly encapsulated by predetermined lists of points to consider.
Again, the LSA would like to thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
ANPRM. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like clarification on any of the points
made here.
Sincerely,

Sandra Chung
President

